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Abstract: At present, medium-small enterprises (MSEs) play an important role in developing the national economy. And the innovation is the key of MSEs to keep the core competition capacity and surviving in the intense competition. Therefore, this study would explore the decisive indicators of independence innovation in MSEs with factor analysis. The result suggests there are eight factors influencing the independence innovation in MSEs, i.e., firm size, research and development (R&D), innovation environment, innovation extent, technology conversion, innovation incentive, intellectual and compensation. The larger the enterprise, the more innovative activities there are in MSEs. The remained factors also have significant effects on the independence innovation in MSEs. Therefore, we should strengthen these eight aspects in order to maintain the independence innovation in MSEs.
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INTRODUCTION

Innovation plays an important role in keeping the core competition capacity in order to survive in the intense competition. Jintao Hu, the Chairman of China, thought the independence innovation capacity is the core of national competitive power. It was an important step to develop science and technology in the future and construct innovation-country. It is the same to businesses.

At present, medium-small enterprises are becoming an important force in developing the national economy. Zibin Li, the chairman of medium-small enterprises association, thought there were 10.23 million medium-small companies registered in industry and commerce department besides more individually-owned businesses. The number is approximately 99% of the total firms, which contributes 60% to GDP, 50% to taxes, 70% to imports and exports and 80% to job opportunity.

The early research dated from the independence economy development theory in the foreign country. Arrow (1962) included technology development into economy development model. Uzawa (1965) had a try in interpreting the independence technology change. Grossman and Helpman (1994) had constructed a long-term economy development model based on the independence innovation.

Independent innovation is an integrated definition original from China. The similarities are indigenous innovation and integrated innovation in the foreign literatures (Rothwell and Dodgson, 1992). Schumann et al. (1995) named indigenous innovation as original one, other than imitated innovation, exogenous innovation (Rainer and Nardini, 2005). Rothwell (1992) proposed the integrated innovation including science innovation and industry innovation, which is the extent of regional and national innovation system. Therefore, independence innovation is positively related with national innovation mechanism.

The focus of independence innovation is composition and research methods. The research of independence innovation dated from that of technical innovation. Laudan (1981) thought the technical innovation is an integration of organization capacity, adaptive power, innovation, technical and information capacity. Burgelman and Madique (1988) technical innovation capacity are composed of useful resources distribution, industry and technology development comprehension, structure and culture condition and strategic management capacity. Leonard-Barton (1992)
thought the key of technology innovation is professional faculty, technology system, management system and the culture in the companies.

The research method of technology innovation is structure analysis primarily. Prahalad and Hamel (1990) analyzed technology innovation capacity based on productions and technology. Meyer and Utterback (1993) thought the core technology capacity was an integration of research and develop ability, producing and sale ability. Guan and Ma (2003) argued that technology innovation ability is a special asset or resource integrating 7 dimensions such as skills, productions, technology, knowledge, experiences and organization.

Independence innovation was proposed initially by Chenjin in China, the professor in Zhejiang University. He thought the study during the course of research and development was the key since there was the basic technology in independence innovation, i.e., technology innovation, which was the definition in the narrow sense. However, independence innovation includes non-technology innovation such as management, mechanism, culture innovation and so on besides technology innovation, which is the wide sense. Wen and Chen (1997) thought independence innovation is an activity of research and development and technology innovation by itself. The apparent traits are core technology penetration, key technology overhead and market extension. Zhou (2005) argued independence innovation is an activity of exploiting intellectual property and improving competition capacity through enhancing indigenous, integrated, introducing and in-taking capacity. Wen (2005) argued that independence innovation was to produce new skills or change the core skills by using all sorts of resources comprehensively, which included research and development, produce, value and self-management capacity. Liu (2005) thought independence innovation was a value program from research and development, design, produce to market, which was a comprehensive effect of grasping and using resources, environment, creation and patent.

The literatures of independence innovation are classified into 3 levels, which are firms, industries and nations. The above literatures focus on the policies about the two latter levels. Besides, they depict the independence innovation qualitatively and are short of quantity analysis. Therefore, this study would explore the decisive indicators of the independence innovation in medium-small enterprises. The data are obtained from survey questionnaire. There are 70 questionnaires sent to medium-small enterprises and 65 questionnaires are returned at last.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

At first, T-test is done in order to test the significance of each question. There are 15 questions deleted, i.e., these questions cannot tell test the real reflection of interviewee. The remainder will be analyzed further.

In order to test whether these data are suitable for factor analysis, KMO and Bartlett’s test has been done firstly. The result is showed in Table 1.

Table 1 shows it is suitable for factor analysis since KMO is 0.746, the Bartlett test is 2373.48 and the significance is 0.00.

It is apparent that the former eight factors have interpreted 79.036% showed in Table 2. It is well known that these factors which include 70–80% primary information could be named as the main factors. The results in Fig. 1 are in accordance with those in Table 2. Figure 1 also shows the eight former factors are probably main factors, while the remaining factors interpret little information. In other words, the later factor contributes little to the independence innovation in medium-small enterprises.

In order to interpret the definition of the eight factors, rotation of Varimix with Kaiser Normalization would be done and the result is showed in Table 3.

The implication of eight main factors is apparently showed in Table 3. The first main factor primarily includes sales and profits from 2009 to 2011, assets, employees and sales staff, i.e., the size factor. These components interpret the main information of the size factor over 69.6%. This result suggests the firm size is important in independence innovation. The larger the firm size is, more innovation activities there are. The reason maybe is that the company tends to put more fund to engage in innovation since he wants to grasp the advanced skills.

The second factor interprets the research and development fee, the number of research and development workers and engineer workers, i.e., the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: KMO and Bartlett's Test of survey questionnaires</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser-meyer-olein measure of sampling adequacy: 0.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett's test of sphericity:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. Chi-square: 2373.481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df: 630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig: 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
R and D factor. These components interpret the main information of the R and D factor over 72.8%. It shows that the innovation capacity is more strengthened if the firm put more fund to R and D activities and there are more engineers and technicians in the firm.

The third factor consists of additional investment capacity, the fit of organization, cooperation with other companies, current marketing channel, marketing channel of new productions, the level of innovation and incentive, the extent of technical innovation and compensation of R and D workers, i.e., the innovation environment factor. These components interpret the main information of the innovation environment factor over 53.2%. These results suggest the better is the external environment, more strengthen is the innovation capacity of the firm.

The fourth factor is interpreted by the number of filed and successful innovation projects in 2010 and 2011, the number of patents and private skills in 2010 and 2011 and the number of cooperation with scientific research institution in the late 3 years, i.e., the innovation extent factor. These components interpret the main information of the innovation extent factor over 52.8%. In other words, more is the number of patents and private skills, more strengthen is the innovation capacity of the firm.

The fifth factor is composed of market share of new productions, the proportion of new production sales and total sales in the late 3 years, i.e., the technology conversion factor. These components interpret the main information of the technology conversion factor over 58.2%. It is well known that the innovation is success if the innovated skills could be applied to produce new productions and take more market shares.

The sixth factor is interpreted by innovation cycle, ordinary training and learning chance of producing workers, i.e., the innovation incentive factor. These components interpret the main information of the innovation incentive factor over 54.5%. Innovation cycle is short shows there are more successful innovation activities in the firm. At the same time, more learning opportunities would give the employees more chances to innovate.
The seventh factor describes the degree of R and D workers, i.e., intellectual factor. This component interprets the main information of the intellectual factor over 80.1%. Higher education degree would stimulate them to take part in more innovation activities. The last one is the compensation incentive factor. Higher salary could stimulate the engineers to find more improved area in productions.

CONCLUSION

This study analyzes the influential indicators of independence innovation in Medium-Small enterprises and finds the main eight factors, i.e., firm size, R and D, innovation environment, innovation extent, technology conversion, innovation incentive, intellectual and compensation.

The firm would focus on the innovation activities when the firm is larger. The capacity of independence innovation would be strengthened when the firm put more fund to R and D and learning. These activities would bring about more successful innovation projects. Consequently, these projects would help the firm occupy more market shares and sales when they are successfully applied to new productions. At the same time, a facilitated external environment would strengthen the capacity of independence innovation such as cooperation, new marketing channel, organization suitability and so on. Finally, the education degree and salary of the engineers and R and D workers are the influential factors of independence innovation in Medium-Small enterprises.

Some results in this article are in accordance with Wen and Chen (1997), Zhou (2005) and Liu (2005). However, this article has provided the empirical support. Besides, this article explores other determinant factors of independence innovation in medium-small enterprises such as firm size, innovation environment, innovation extent, other than R and D, technology conversion, innovation incentive factors.
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